Another Beyond-the-Box Program of
Voices of Old Technology - A Museum in the Making

Creativity, Poetry and Point-and-Shoot Photography

STOP!
We know you’re very busy, but if you can, please take a few moments to see our new Voices of Old Technology exhibit. It’s in the Benjamin Rosenthal Library outside the RO 230 / Auditorium until March 5, 2004.

Take the stairs or the elevator from the Café area in the Rosenthal Library down to the 2nd floor to see this exciting new exhibit.

Look at the back of this flier for pictures of our new exhibit. Come see the exhibit --- the old photographic equipment, the photography. Pick up our catalog in the exhibit area and read about the items on display.

LOOK!
We hope the equipment, the photographs, and our catalog information will talk to you! Do you hear the Poetry? Do you hear the VOICES of Old Technology???

LISTEN!
Most of all, please ENJOY our exhibit!

After you see our exhibit, see the two other new exhibits here in the Library - one in the Barham Rotunda (3rd floor), and one in the Art Center on the 6th floor.

ENJOY!
Thank you for coming to our exhibit.

Thank You!
Our apologies to the fun Burma Shave roadside advertising signs of yesteryear, and to today’s annoying but related pop-up ads on the computer.

Pictures and More Exhibit Information on the Other Side
Voices of Old Technology / A Museum in the Making

Creativity, Poetry and Point-and-Shoot Photography

Rosenthal Library / 2nd floor - outside RO 230 Auditorium

January 29 - March 5, 2004

Photos on this page are by: Syd Lefkoe and Ellen Rondot

Photos in the exhibit are by: Jeff Castellan, Ellen Rondot, and Syd Lefkoe

For complete catalog, information about prior exhibits, and information about us: www.qc.edu/techexh/jan04.

Turn the page for more information. Please come see our exhibit!